
FAQ’s
Normbau

Product Selection

Question Answer

Do you offer a special needs bathroom 
turn indicator?

Yes 0840 44. This has a 5mm spindle. If the bathroom follower 
is 8mm also specify a 9.2021 spindle converter. This would apply 
when using 5400 and 5500 series bathroom locks. Suits door 
thicknesses 43-47mm.

Do you offer half set of lever furniture 
with blank rose and half spindle?

Yes 0433 32. Lever is 23mm diameter.

I want a pair of 20mm lever to suit 
doors 64-92mm thick, what should I 
specify? 

Use 0570 11

I want a pair of 23mm lever to suit doors 
64-92mm thick, what should I specify? 

Use 0571 11

I want to use a 20mm leve as half set to 
operate, what should I specify?

Use 0570 13 lever 0247 10 rose and 2643 45 00 half spindle to 
operate

I want to use a 23mm leve as half set to 
operate, what should I specify? 

Use 0571 13 lever 0247 10 rose and 2643 45 00 half spindle to 
operate

What is the fixing pack for pairs of back 
to back handles fitted to glass doors?

0471 44

Is a blind pull handle fixing available for 
Normbau pull handles?

Yes 0471 32 for use with pin side fixing handles

Technical Specification

Question Answer

Is Normbau available spring loaded? Only loose levers on rose. The rose must be the 0247 10 with 0247 
39 97 spring kit

How long are the fixing bolts that go 
with the bolts through fixing packs with 
caps 0365 12  & 0365 22

90mm and 12mm diameter

How long is the 0365 37 pull handle 
fixing bolt?

80mm long and 12mm diameter

How long are the fixing bolts that go 
with the bolts through fixing packs with 
caps 0365 12  & 0365 22

90mm and 12mm diameter

What size hole needs to be in the glass 
to accommodate glass door fixings

18mm

Warranty Information

Question Answer

What warranty is given on Normbau Three years
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